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Abstract

Neurophysiological work in monkeys has shown that changes in tonic and stimulus-induced activity in the noradrenergic brainstem

nucleus locus coeruleus (LC) are tightly correlated with fluctuations in behavioral performance in a visual discrimination task. Simulation

work suggests transitions between observed modes of LC activity may be mediated by changes in the level of coherent firing among

individual LC neurons. We have simplified this simulation by abstracting the LC to a simple, excitable system in two variables modeled after

the FitzHugh–Nagumo relaxation oscillator. This abstracted LC simulates population-level dynamics of the nucleus relevant to its influence

on behavior. Coherence within the nucleus was simulated as a single parameter which amplified external input to the abstracted LC while

attenuating tonic, uncorrelated activity. Simulated results captured LC dynamics and their relationship with behavior observed in monkeys.

Behavior was further simulated over a range of potential LC states not, as yet, directly observed. These results suggest a reverse sigmoidal

relationship between false alarm rate and coherence, and a more complex, non-monotonic relationship between response time and

coherence. q 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The neuromodulatory nucleus locus coeruleus (LC) plays

an important role in the regulation of cognitive performance

(Aston-Jones, Rajkowski, & Cohen, 1999). This cluster of

noradrenergic neurons in the dorsal pons widely innervates

the forebrain (Foote, Bloom, & Aston-Jones, 1983) and has

been traditionally associated with general arousal level

(Foote, Aston-Jones, & Bloom, 1980), affective states

(Redmond, 1979; Siever & Davis, 1985; Valentino &

Curtis, 1991), and sleep–wake cycle (Aston-Jones &

Bloom, 1981a; Hobson, McCarley, & Wyzinski, 1975;

Jouvet, 1969). However, a number of recent neurophysio-

logical studies have shown that the neurons of the LC

selectively fire to salient stimuli (Aston-Jones & Bloom,

1981b; Grant, Aston-Jones, & Redmond, 1988; Rasmussen

& Jacobs, 1986; Sara & Segal, 1991), and that this response

can be operantly conditioned (Aston-Jones, Rajkowski, &

Kubiak, 1997; Aston-Jones, Rajkowski, Kubiak, & Alexinsky,

1994; Rajkowski, Kubiak, & Aston-Jones, 1994). Further-

more, variations in the response of the LC to task-salient

stimuli show striking correlation with changes in behavior.

For example, monkeys performing a visual stimulus

discrimination task exhibit differential LC firing modes

during different epochs of performance (Aston-Jones et al.,

1994). In one mode, which we refer to as the LC phasic

mode, neurons of the LC exhibit a strong, phasic increase in

firing rate immediately following (about 100 ms) the

presentation of a target stimulus, but little or no phasic

response to a distractor. In the second mode, which we refer

to as the LC tonic mode, the tonic level of LC firing is

measurably higher (2–4 vs. 1–2 Hz), but neurons exhibit a

marked attenuation or absence of phasic response to targets

(Fig. 1).

The LC phasic mode is associated with better perform-

ance than the LC tonic mode in the stimulus discrimination
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paradigm. Aston-Jones et al. (1994) observed that monkeys

seem to fluctuate between epochs of ‘good’ and ‘poor’

performance. Good performance was marked by lower false

alarm (FA) rates, slightly but reliably faster response times

(RTs), and generally more tightly dispersed RT distri-

butions. Epochs of good performance were consistently

associated with LC phasic mode. Conversely, poor

performance (marked by higher FA rates, somewhat slower

mean RTs, and an overall broadening of RT distribution)

was associated with LC tonic mode.

We have previously suggested (Aston-Jones et al., 1999;

Usher, Cohen, Servan-Schreiber, Rajkowski, & Aston-Jones,

1999) that LC firing mode may modulate attention via

neuromodulation of task-relevant cortical efferents. We

have further shown that the effects of such neuromodulation

may be expressed computationally as changes in the gain of

these cortical targets (Servan-Schreiber, Printz, & Cohen,

1990). When applied in a temporally strategic manner (i.e.

coincident with the processing of task-relevant information),

increases in gain effectively improve the signal-to-noise

ratio of the affected processing units (Servan-Schreiber

et al., 1990; Usher et al., 1999). Norepinephrine appears

specifically suited for enhancing gain by improving the

signal-to-noise in some efferents. Indeed, others have

suggested (Hasselmo, 1995; McCormick, Pape, & Williamson,

1991; Waterhouse, Moises, & Woodward, 1997; Waterhouse

& Woodward, 1980) that norepinephrine may specifically

improve the signal-to-noise ratio of efferents by reducing

spike train adaptation (cortex) and moving cells to firing

regimes with higher fidelity of information transfer

(thalamus).

Previous simulation work (Usher et al., 1999) showed

how LC-mediated changes in gain explained observed

behavior in the discrimination task. The discrimination task

was modeled as a connectionist network in which two

alternative representations (target or distractor) of the

stimulus compete for expression (similar to the configur-

ation in Fig. 3). The correct representation is supported

bottom-up by the presence of the stimulus, but because of

processing noise and perceptual overlap among targets and

distractors, the alternative interpretation is also partially

activated. These competing representations are potentiated

by the current level of gain in the system. Gain is

dynamically determined by the activity of a simulated

pool of 250 neurophysiologically plausible LC neurons.

When in the tonic mode, the level of gain is persistently

elevated, allowing potentiated processing of both real signal

and noise. The result is greater behavioral lability and more

indiscriminate responding. In contrast, the phasic mode is

marked by tonically lower gain, resulting in greater

resistance to noise. However, in the presence of a target

stimulus, the LC is phasically activated, resulting in a

transient increase in gain throughout the behavioral net-

work. This transient increase provides a time-locked boost

in processing efficiency, yielding the performance advan-

tages described earlier.

The Usher et al. (1999) model electrotonically coupled

LC neurons via simulated gap junction currents following

recent evidence for such coupling in rat LC (Ishimatsu and

Williams, 1996). Usher et al. showed that manipulating the

degree of electrotonic coupling among individual cells

could move LC firing between phasic and tonic modes.

Specifically, Usher et al. found that a higher degree of

electrotonic coupling promotes greater firing synchrony and

larger responses among cells to salient (i.e. target) inputs,

while dissipating weaker, noisy inputs via passive spread.

This firing pattern is consistent with LC phasic mode.

Conversely, Usher et al. found that reducing electrotonic

coupling results in greater electrical isolation of individual

cells, which in turn yields a higher likelihood that any given

cell will fire due to intrinsic or extrinsic noise. This

uncorrelated firing of individual cells results in a higher

baseline activity level for the nucleus as a whole.

Furthermore, less coupling resulted in less coherent firing

among LC neurons to strong (i.e. target) inputs, resulting in

marked attenuation of phasic responses. Thus, low electro-

tonic coupling produces a response pattern consistent with

LC tonic mode. These results suggested that electrotonic

coupling among LC neurons may be dynamic and directly

impacts LC modulation of performance. However, it should

be noted that others (Alvarez, Chow, Van Bockstaele, &

Williams, 2002; Chow & Kopell, 2000) have shown that in a

Fig. 1. Representative peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of monkey LC spikes during target trials in a visual stimulus discrimination task. Time is in

milliseconds; target presented at time zero. Periods of good performance (A) were associated with phasic mode firing of the LC: moderate tonic firing rate with

a phasic increase in firing rate post-target, followed by a brief refractory-like decrement in firing. Periods of poor performance (B) were associated with tonic

mode firing of the LC: a higher tonic firing rate, and a marked attenuation of the post-target phasic response. Each histogram is normalized to 100 trials.

(Reprinted with permission from Usher et al. (1999), Science, 283, 549–554. Copyright 1999, American Association for the Advancement of Science.)
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group of cells with weak electrical coupling (such as the

LC), changing other system properties, such as the driving

frequency of the input, or the shape of individual cell spikes,

can move the population from stable synchronous states to

stable asynchronous states, while the degree of coupling is

kept constant. Regardless of mechanism at the cellular level,

the common result is that a change in a single parameter

(e.g. coupling strength or driving frequency) can move the

nucleus between two very disparate firing regimes.

Here, we explore a simplification of the Usher et al.

(1999) model that replaces the pool of individual interacting

LC neurons with a single, abstract unit. The purpose of this

abstraction is to capture the essential computational features

of varying coherence within the pool of LC units on its

population-level function, and its influence on task per-

formance. The motivation for introducing this abstraction is

to capture the essential features of LC function that impact

task performance, in a form that is computationally tractable

and therefore can be applied to simulations of LC effects in a

wider array of behavioral task models.

In order to determine an appropriate formalization for

our abstracted LC, we consider the key properties such a

unit must display:

1. A response is marked by a transient pulse of activity in

the phasic mode. This activity boosts the gain of target

units (simulating NE action at cortical efferents), but is

also autoinhibitory, simulating NE action at a2 auto-

receptors within the LC (Aghajanian, Cedarbaum, &

Wang, 1977; Egan, Henderson, North, & Williams,

1983; Washburn & Moises, 1989; Williams, Henderson,

& North, 1985), resulting in self-inactivation.

2. In the tonic mode, the LC exhibits a slightly higher level

of baseline activity, and exhibits little or no transient

response to target stimuli.

3. The adjustment of a single parameter moves the LC from

one mode to the other.

The FitzHugh–Nagumo system (FitzHugh, 1960, 1961,

1969; Nagumo, Arimoto, & Yoshizawa, 1964) offers a

convenient formal model to describe a unit with such

properties. This system is traditionally used as a simplifica-

tion of the Hodgkin–Huxley equations to model action

potentials in single neurons. More generally, however, the

FitzHugh–Nagumo model describes an excitable system

governed by two variables, v and u. The first, v, is the

excitation variable, and the second, u, is the recovery

variable.1 A common formulation of this model is described

by the system of ordinary differential equations

tv _v ¼ Avðv 2 aÞð1 2 vÞ2 u ð1Þ

tu _u ¼ v 2 gu ð2Þ

where tv and tu are time constants such that tv p tu; and

A . 0; 0 , a , 1; g . 0: When this system is settled at

stable equilibrium conditions, a sufficiently large pertur-

bation of the system results in a rapid increase in v, and then

a slower, delayed increase in u. This increase in u in turn

rapidly drives v down, causing it to undershoot its

equilibrium level before returning to baseline. Fig. 2

shows a typical evolution of v and u in time. This

interrelationship between a fast excitatory variable and a

slow, inactivating variable traditionally has been used to

simulate two key dynamics of a neuronal action potential: v

simulates the spike in membrane potential mediated by

voltage-dependent Naþ currents, and u jointly captures

delayed rectification due to voltage-dependent Kþ currents,

and inactivation of Naþ channels (Keener & Sneyd, 1998).

Here, we adopt this system to simulate neural function at

a different level of analysis. The population dynamics of the

LC in the phasic mode exhibit a behavior well described by

a general FitzHugh–Nagumo system: Salient targets

provoke a sudden, rapid response from the LC which is

quickly suppressed by autoinhibitory NE release within the

LC itself. At the same time, NE release in forebrain

(especially cortex and thalamus) provides a boost in the gain

of target neurons, enhancing processing of the stimulus. The

tonic mode, on the other hand, puts the system in a regime

where the overall level of activity of the LC is augmented,

but the same amount of perturbation (i.e. stimulus drive)

fails to provoke a phasic LC response. We will show how a

simple, linear transformation of v will have the desired

impact on the system’s response properties. This transform-

ation captures the functional impact of manipulating

population-level coherence, whether it be through changing

coupling strength (Usher et al., 1999), or other mechanisms

(Alvarez et al., 2002; Chow & Kopell, 2000).

Our model is not intended to be neurophysiologically

precise. Rather, we hope to show that it is a useful

simplification that captures the dynamics of LC function

while generating a valid and reliable simulation of empirical

results. To that end, we will present formal tests of the fit of

our model’s performance to that of monkey behavioral

performance in the same stimulus discrimination paradigm.

Finally, we explore some predictions our model makes

regarding behavior over a range of potential LC firing states.

2. Methods

2.1. Model architecture

The model consists of two functional components. The

first is a three-layer connectionist network designed to

provide a simplest case simulation of a stimulus discrimin-

ation task performed by monkeys in empirical studies. The

second is an abstracted LC which receives input from the

1 Note that, traditionally, the recovery variable in the FitzHugh–Nagumo

system is labeled w (FitzHugh, 1969; Keener & Sneyd, 1998). We have

chosen u instead since we reserve w for notating the weights in our neural

network, as per convention.
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behavioral network and in turn potentiates behavioral units

in a stimulus-dependent fashion described later. The

simulation values for all parameters described are provided

in Table 1.

The behavioral component of the model retains the same

general structure as our previous work (Usher et al., 1999).

This portion consists of three layers: input, decision, and

response (Fig. 3). Two units (whose activity values are

labeled I1 and I2) comprise the input layer, one to represent

the presentation of target stimuli (I1), the other to represent

the presentation of distractors (I2). Each input is assigned a

fixed level of activity (‘hard clamped’) of either 1 or 0

depending on which stimulus (target or distractor) is being

presented to the model.

The decision layer consists of two decision units (X1 and

X2). Each decision unit accumulates activity from its

corresponding input unit (X1 from I1, X2 from I2) over a

connection of fixed weight wXiIi
which is set to unity.

Additionally, each decision unit receives some activity from

the opposite input unit over a connection of fixed weight

wXiIj
: This ‘cross-talk’ is intended to simulate perceptual

overlap in features between targets and distractors. Hence,

the activation of one stimulus (by clamping on its input unit)

will partially activate the representation of the other (by

passing activity to its decision unit). Furthermore, the

decision units share mutual inhibitory connections (of fixed

weight wXiXj
), simulating competition among alternative

representations of the presented stimulus. Each decision unit

additionally receives a self-recurrent connection (of fixed

weight wXiXi
), simulating mutual excitatory influences

within the cell assemblies represented by each connectionist

unit. Finally, each unit receives additive Gaussian noise

with zero mean and variance s 2, simulating the impact of

extraneous, uncorrelated afferent activity on processing.

Formally, each decision unit’s change in state with respect

to time is described by the ordinary differential equation

_Xi ¼ 2Xi þ wXiIi
Ii þ wXiIj

Ij 2 wXiXj
f ðXjÞ þ wXiXi

f ðXiÞ þ ji

ð3Þ

where XiðtÞ is the state of unit i at time t. (This state variable

is often referred to as the ‘net input’ of the unit in

connectionist models. Its ‘activity’ is determined by a

transfer, or activation, function given as Eq. (4)). Here i is

the identity of the decision unit and its corresponding input

unit, and j corresponds to the competing decision and input

units. The values of the connection weights were set equal

for both decision units. The term 2Xi represents decay, and

the term ji represents the stochastic noise variable, drawn

independently for each unit. (In the discretization of step

size dt used in our numerical solutions, ji is scaled by
ffiffiffi

dt
p

so

that the variance in noise over one unit of model time is

always s 2.) The function f describes the sigmoidal

activation function

f ðXiÞ ¼
1

1 þ e2gtðXi2biÞ
ð4Þ

Fig. 2. Evolution in time of v and u for a typical FitzHugh–Nagumo system given by tv _v ¼ Avðv 2 aÞð1 2 vÞ2 u; tu _u ¼ v 2 gu: Here, tv ¼ 1; tu ¼ 0:01;

A ¼ 1; a ¼ 0:5; and g ¼ 0:5: The initial values for v and u were 0.2 and 0, respectively.
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where bi is the tonic bias input to unit i, and gt is the

multiplicative gain on the unit’s input at time t. Gain is a

variable that depends on the current activity of the

abstracted LC and thus is changed dynamically over the

course of the simulation. The value of the function f ðXiðtÞÞ is

interpreted as the output activity of unit Xi at time t.

The state of the response unit X3 is computed in a similar

manner to the decision units. It receives input from the

target decision unit, simulating the accumulation of

information regarding the presence of a target stimulus.

The weight from the distractor decision unit to the response

unit is presumed to be zero; thus, this connection is not

utilized. This simplification is intended to model the highly

over-learned stimulus-to-response mapping in monkeys

performing this task. Change in the state of the response

unit is given by the equation

_X3 ¼ 2X3 þ wX3X1
f ðX1Þ þ wX3X3

f ðX3Þ þ j3 ð5Þ

where wX3X1
is the fixed weight of the connection from

the target decision unit to the response unit, and wX3X3
is the

fixed weight of the self-excitatory recurrent connection. The

Table 1

Model parameters

Parameter Value Description

Weights and biases

b1; b2 0.00 Bias on decision units (not biased)

b3 2.00 Bias on response unit

wXiIi
1.00 Connection weight from input units I1 and I2 to respective decision units X1 and X2

wXiIj
0.33 Cross talk weight from input unit to opposite decision unit

wXiXi
1.00 Recurrent self-connection weight for both decision units

wXiXj
1.00 Magnitude of mutually inhibitory weight between decision units

wX3X1
1.84 Connection weight from target decision unit (X1) to response unit (X3)

wX3X3
2.00 Recurrent self-connection weight for the response unit

wvX1
0.30 Connection weight from target decision unit X1 to the abstracted LC

Other parameters

a 0.50 Parameter describing shape of the FitzHugh–Nagumo cubic nullcline for the fast excitation variable v

d 0.50 Baseline level of intrinsic, uncorrelated LC activity

G 0.50 Base level of gain applied to decision and response units

k 3.00 Scaling factor for transforming NE release (u ) to gain (g ) on potentiated units

s 0.22 Standard deviation of Gaussian noise distribution from which j1, j2, and j3 are independently drawn

tv 0.50 Time constant for fast LC excitation variable v

tu 5.00 Time constant for slow LC recovery variable (‘NE release’) u

u 0.65 Activity threshold for response unit to trigger a response

Fig. 3. Architecture of the computational model. Circles indicate computational units. Activity flows across connections indicated by solid lines in the direction

of arrowheads. Triangular arrows indicate connections with positive (excitatory) weight, round arrows indicate connections with negative (inhibitory) weight.

Broken lines with square ends indicate neuromodulatory input from the LC. This input multiplicatively scales all other inputs to the unit (i.e. regulates gain).

Line weight indicates relative connection strengths.
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output activity of the response unit is given by f ðX3Þ; as per

Eq. (4).

The second component of the model consists of the

modified FitzHugh–Nagumo system of equations govern-

ing the behavior of the abstracted LC unit. This system is

governed by the interaction of two variables, v and u. We

take v to represent the state (or net input in connectionist

terms) of the abstracted LC unit, and u to represent its

noradrenergic output. The interaction between these vari-

ables in time is similar in form to Eqs. (1) and (2), and given

by the system of ordinary differential equations

tv _v ¼ vða 2 vÞðv 2 1Þ2 u þ wvX1
f ðX1Þ ð6Þ

tu _u ¼ hðvÞ2 u ð7Þ

Eq. (6) shows that the change in state of the LC is

determined by three terms. The first is a cubic function of its

own state, which provides the excitable dynamics that are

characteristic of a FitzHugh–Nagumo system (Appendix

A). The second term provides the inactivating effect of the

recovery variable u, simulating the local autoinhibitory

effect of noradrenergic collaterals. The third term represents

external input to the nucleus, which in our model comes

solely from the activity of the target decision unit (over a

connection of weight wvX1
). Providing input solely from

target-decision activity is intended to model the over-

learned salience of target stimuli to the system. (Neuro-

physiological data (Aston-Jones et al., 1994) suggest that

distractor stimuli do not elicit phasic LC responses even in

the phasic mode of LC activity.)

Eq. (7) shows that noradrenergic output u is driven by

hðvÞ; which we consider an activation function of LC net

input v described by

hðvÞ ¼ Cv þ ð1 2 CÞd ð8Þ

Here, C is an abstract coefficient (ranging from 0 to 1)

indexing the amount of coherence in the LC nucleus. The

parameter d is a fixed value representing intrinsic,

uncorrelated activity in nucleus as a whole. As Eq. (8)

indicates, increasing C serves to amplify the signal carried

by salient afferents (the net input of the LC, represented by

v ), while simultaneously attenuating the impact of intrinsic

baseline activity in the nucleus as a whole (d ). Thus, a

higher level of C results in lower baseline activity in the

nucleus (represented by hðvÞ), and consequently, by Eq. (7),

lower levels of noradrenergic output (represented by u ).

Nevertheless, when a salient input is presented, resulting in

a transient increase in v, the impact on hðvÞ and u will be

greater for larger values of C. In this way, relatively higher

values of C can capture the LC phasic mode. In contrast,

lower values of C will dampen the impact of salient stimuli

(by reducing the Cv term of Eq. (8)) and increase the impact

of uncorrelated sources of activity (by increasing the ð1 2

CÞd term of Eq. (8). This results in a higher baseline level of

LC activity ðhðvÞÞ and noradrenergic output (u ), but an

attenuation of LC responsiveness to salient inputs.

Together, these effects capture LC tonic mode activity. (A

detailed phase-plane analysis of the abstracted LC system is

presented in Appendix A.) Thus, in the model, C simulates

the effects of electrotonic coupling in the Usher et al. (1999)

model.

The simulated noradrenergic output of our system, u, has

direct inhibitory effects locally. However, u also impacts

processing in the behavioral portion of the network by

scaling the effects of gain. In this way, changes in simulated

NE output dynamically adjust the level of potentiation of

LC efferent targets (all Xi). The relationship between NE

output and gain is modeled as

gt ¼ G þ kut ð9Þ

where G is a base level of gain independent of u, and k is a

scaling constant.

2.2. Simulation procedures

Simulation was conducted via numerical integration of

the differential equations presented earlier using a simple

Euler method. Each run of the simulation consisted of a

series of trials, each of which was 20 units of model time in

duration. Time was discretized at a granularity of 0.02 (i.e.

dt ¼ 0:02 for each integration step, for a total of 1000

iterations per trial). Prior to a run of trials, the abstracted

coherence parameter (C ) was set to either a high ðC ¼ 0:95Þ

or a low ðC ¼ 0:55Þ value. Furthermore, all unit activities

were set to zero at the beginning of a run of trials, and the

equivalent of one trial duration was allowed to pass so that

all network units would settle to stable levels of activation.

Parameters for the behavioral network (Table 1) were

chosen so that, discounting persistent noise, behavioral units

settled to an activity level ðf ðXiÞÞ of about 0.4–0.5 in the

absence of any stimulus input, placing them in the most

responsive domain of the sigmoidal transfer function. After

this initial settling, integration was continuous throughout a

run of trials, with no reinitialization of values.

At model time 10 in a trial, the stimulus for that trial was

presented by setting I1 or I2 to 1. The stimulus remained

active for the duration of the trial and was extinguished at

time 20. Thus, the first 10 units of model time for each trial

served as an interstimulus interval, which was sufficiently

long for units to return to baseline activities. The model

elicited a response if the response unit’s activation crossed

threshold (i.e. f ðX3Þ . u; u ¼ 0:65) in the trial time period

post-stimulus onset. The difference in time between

threshold crossing and stimulus onset was considered the

RT of the model for that trial. Failure of the model to

respond by the end of the trial was coded as a miss (when

I1 ¼ 1) or correct rejection ðI2 ¼ 1Þ; as appropriate.

In addition to other runs detailed later, the model was

examined with 2000 trials of target presentations, half with

high C, half with low C, and 2000 distractor presentations,

half with high C, half with low C. FA and hit rates were

computed for all runs.
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2.3. Methods for empirical validation

We employed a distribution fitting procedure to validate

the correspondence of simulation results to empirical data.

Monkey data from Aston-Jones et al. (1994) were

reanalyzed to facilitate comparison with model results.

Specifically, behavioral data from 20 sessions of the

stimulus discrimination paradigm were re-sorted into

epochs of good and poor performance. To provide a more

robust separation of these epochs, we adopted more

dynamic criteria than the original analysis (Aston-Jones

et al., 1994) to determine which periods of performance

qualified as good or poor epochs. ‘Good’ performance was

defined as maintaining an FA rate less than the 25th

percentile of the overall FA rate for the session. ‘Poor’

performance was defined as maintaining an FA rate greater

than the 75th percentile of the overall FA rate for the

session. An epoch was defined as a period of performance

meeting either criterion continuously for 5 min or more.

These adaptive criteria allow baseline shifts in performance

across sessions, while isolating the relative best and worst

epochs of performance. Instantaneous FA rates were

obtained for each point in time by taking an unweighted

running average of the 2.5 min of performance on either

side of the instant of interest.

The next step in our validation procedure was to arrive at

an ‘average’ empirical RT distribution across monkey

sessions, and compare this to the RT distribution generated

by the model. We employed a technique known as Vincent

averaging (Ratcliff, 1979; Van Zandt, 2000) for this

purpose. The Vincent method uses order statistics to divide

each session’s raw RT data into quantiles. The value of

these quantiles roughly estimates the percentile midway

between each computed Vincent quantile—hereafter

referred to as a ‘vincentile’ (coined by Andrew Heathcote,

as cited in Van Zandt (2000)). Thus, computing Vincent

deciles estimates the 5th, 15th, 25th,…,95th percentiles of

the given distribution (Van Zandt, 2000). The upper and

lower bounds (0th and 100th percentiles) are not obtained,

thus automatically discarding the extremities of the data (the

upper and lower 5% if Vincent deciles are computed). The

advantage of the Vincent method is that the vincentiles

constructed from one sample can be averaged with the

corresponding vincentiles of other samples to yield a robust

estimation of the general form of the parent distribution

from which the samples are drawn (Ratcliff, 1979).

Furthermore, computing the vincentiles of a distribution

yields an estimation of its probability density function

(though not as robust as other estimators—see Van Zandt,

2000). The density function is generated by creating a

variable width histogram, with each vincentile forming the

lower real bound of each bin. The heights of the bars are

constructed such that the area of each bar is equivalent and

sum to unity (Ratcliff, 1979). This density estimation

property of the Vincent method allowed us to directly

compare empirical and model RT distributions despite

differing units of measurement, as detailed later.

We first used the Vincent method to average monkey

RTs separately for good and poor epochs, generating an

averaged good-epoch density function and an averaged bad-

epoch density function. We next produced a set of

simulation results that were similar to the monkey data in

both performance and sampling characteristics. To do this,

we determined the mean number of good epoch RTs we

obtained from an average monkey session. This result set

the number of trials we simulated in a high-C run of target

presentations in order simulate a typical sample of good

epoch target RTs in a representative monkey session. We

repeated this procedure 20 times (same as the number of

monkey sessions) to obtain 20 samples of high-C model

performance. We then Vincent averaged our simulation

results just as for the empirical data. This approach was

repeated for simulating poor performance epochs, using the

low C value in model runs. (In all cases, the Vincent deciles

were computed).

At this stage, we had two pairs of empirical and

simulated RT density functions that could be compared to

each other: a good-epoch, high-C pair, and a poor-epoch,

low-C pair. To compare the two distributions of each pair,

we plotted the vincentiles of the empirical data against the

vincentiles of the simulated data. This ‘vincentile–vincentile’

plot is comparable to a ‘quantile–quantile’ plot commonly

used to test the match in shape of two distributions. If the fit

is good (i.e. both distributions are of the same shape), the

plotted points should fall on a line. We can then linearly

regress real RT (in milliseconds) against model RT to find

the fit of the line, and obtain a linear relationship to convert

model time to real time (provided the linear fit is statistically

reliable).

Our final step in validation was to compute the x 2

goodness-of-fit statistic for the good epoch-high C relation

and the poor epoch-low C relation. Our expected frequen-

cies are given by our ‘vincentized’ monkey RT distribution:

we expect 1/9 of each RT distribution to fall between the RT

values given by any two adjacent vincentiles. We converted

our 2000 target presentation trials (1000 high-C RTs, 1000

low-C RTs) to milliseconds using our regression relation.

The upper and lower 5% of the sorted RTs were discarded,

to match the outcome of the Vincent procedure. We then

determined the proportion of the remaining 900 RTs for

each condition which fell between the vincentiles prescribed

by the corresponding empirical distribution. These pro-

portions formed our observed frequencies, and x 2 was

computed.

3. Results

3.1. Model dynamics

Fig. 4 shows a typical response of the abstracted LC over
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the course of both target and distractor trials, with high and

low values for C. The baseline level of u, which dictates the

tonic level of gain applied to the behavioral network, is

higher in the low C condition compared with the high C

condition. Furthermore, the high C condition shows a

strong phasic pulse in hðvÞ shortly post-target presentation

(at model time 10). In the distractor condition, no phasic

response is elicited for either C value.

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of activation in the behavioral

units of the model when each type of stimulus was presented

under high C and low C conditions. When the target input

unit is activated, activity accumulates initially in both

decision units, due to the strong direct connection and

weaker cross-talk connection. Nevertheless, for both C

values, the target decision unit eventually dominates the

competition with the distractor decision unit and passes its

activity on to the response unit, eliciting a response.

However, in the high C condition, the target decision unit

wins the competition somewhat faster, and there is a

noticeable acceleration in the rise of the response unit with

the onset of the LC-mediated boost in gain.

3.2. Fit of simulation results to empirical data

The monkey RT data consisted of 20 sessions with an

average of 1615 trials per session. In any session, an average

11.14% of the trials were targets, the remainder distractors.

Because deciles were used to construct the vincentized

distributions, only sessions with more than 10 poor or good

epoch RTs were considered for analysis. Sorting the data

using our new criteria produced 15 sessions that met this

criterion for good epochs, and 12 sessions that met this

criterion for poor epochs. Twelve sessions elicited both

good and poor epoch RTs. On average, each session yielded

50 good epoch RTs and 25 poor epoch RTs. The mean FA

rates describing these epochs were 2% for good epochs and

20% for poor. The mean good epoch criterion point (i.e. the

mean 25th percentile across sessions) was 3% FA rate and

Fig. 4. Representative responses of the abstracted LC system during target (A, B) and distractor (C, D) trials under high (A, C) and low (B, D) levels of

population level coherence (C ). Each plot shows the evolution of LC activity ðhðvÞÞ; indicated by the solid line, and the concurrent simulated NE output (u )

indicated by the broken line. Stimuli were presented at model time 10. (A) When C is high ðC ¼ 0:95Þ; the LC exhibits a strong phasic response post-target. NE

output (u ) peaks at a slight lag to hðvÞ; inactivating the LC response, and promoting a brief refractory period. This pattern is consistent with the LC phasic mode

observed in monkeys. (B) When C is low ðC ¼ 0:55Þ; the LC shows little phasic response post-target. However, note the slightly higher baseline levels of both

hðvÞ and u. This pattern is consistent with the LC tonic mode. (C) and (D) The LC shows no phasic response to distractors under either level of C.
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the mean poor epoch criterion point (i.e. the mean 75th

percentile across sessions) was 13% FA rate. Fig. 6 shows

peristimulus time histograms of LC firing constructed from

the good and poor epochs of a representative session. The

characteristic phasic response and short refractoriness in LC

activity is visible in the ‘good epoch’ histogram. The ‘poor

epoch’ histogram reveals the expected elevation in tonic LC

activity and a strong attenuation or absence of phasic

response post-stimulus.

The vincentized RT distributions for good and poor

epochs are shown in Fig. 7(A) and (B). The mean RT for all

good epochs used in analysis was faster than for all poor

epochs (274.67 vs. 292.19 ms). While a two-tailed inde-

pendent samples t test on this difference was not statistically

reliable (tð25Þ ¼ 0:856; p ¼ 0:183), the 12 sessions yielding

both good and poor epoch RTs provided a repeated measure

of performance intrasession, justifying a two-tailed paired t-

test for these samples. The difference in means (277.19 ms

for good epochs and 301.99 ms for poor) was significant

(tð11Þ ¼ 0:967; p , 0:05). The difference in dispersion for

RT distributions for good and poor epochs (mean s ¼

35:58 ms for good, mean s ¼ 65:77 for poor) was highly

significant even for the independent samples t-test

(tð25Þ ¼ 0:998; p , 0:005).

As described, the simulation was run to produce 20 runs

of 50 high C trials and 20 runs of 25 low C trials to roughly

match the sampling characteristics of sorting out good and

poor behavioral epochs. Model accuracy under high and low

C was comparable to observed good and poor behavioral

epochs, respectively. The model exhibited a 3.5% FA rate

for high C runs, and a 13.2% FA rate for low C runs. The

mean RT for the high C runs was 2.55 (model time units),

with a standard deviation of 0.085. The mean RT for low C

runs was 2.88 with a standard deviation of 1.05. The 20 runs

Fig. 5. Representative time courses of activity for response and decision model units during various trial types. Solid line indicates the activity of the response

unit ðf ðX3ÞÞ; dashed line indicates the activity of the target decision unit ðf ðX1ÞÞ; and dotted line indicates the activity of the distractor decision unit ðf ðX2ÞÞ: The

horizontal dashed line in each plot indicates threshold activity for the response unit ðu ¼ 0:65Þ: In all plots, stimuli were presented at model time 10. (A) When

C is high ðC ¼ 0:95Þ; the transient increase in gain due to the LC phasic response improves processing of target stimulus activity. This results in a faster

resolution of competition between the target and distractor decision units, and a quicker, sharper increase in response unit activity. (B) When C is low, higher

tonic gain allows noise to bring target decision activity to a slightly higher baseline than in (A). Nevertheless, because there is no stimulus-locked increase in

gain at stimulus presentation, response unit activity builds more slowly than in the high C case. (C) and (D) The model correctly refrains from responding to

distractors for either value of C. However, sufficient noise will elicit an FA from the model (not shown), more readily so in the low C condition due to the higher

baseline level of gain in the system.
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of each condition were Vincent averaged (Fig. 7(C) and

(D)).

Vincentile–vincentile plots for both good vs. high C and

poor vs. low C were plotted on the same graph. Both scatters

were collinear, and exhibited fairly tight dispersion around

the line, indicating fairly similar distribution functions

(Fig. 8). A simple linear regression of all vincentile pairs

produced the relation

RTdata ¼ 54:61RTmodel þ 135:329 ð10Þ

with R2 ¼ 0:9792: Using this regression relation, we

converted the high C estimated RT density function

(Fig. 7(C)) and the low C estimated RT density function

(Fig. 7(D)) to milliseconds. Using these densities as our

observed model RT frequencies and our vincentized

monkey RT densities as our expected RT frequencies,

we performed a x 2 goodness-of-fit test. The result of

this test for the high C-good epoch fit yielded x2
8 ¼

0:0755; with probability of fit p ¼ 0:995: The low C-

poor epoch fit yielded x2
8 ¼ 0:0667; with probability of

fit p ¼ 0:995:

3.3. Exploration of parametric changes in LC state

Our primary investigation revealed that monkey per-

formance in the stimulus discrimination paradigm was

reliably reproduced with abstracted coherence (C ) values of

0.95 for simulating good performance epochs and 0.55 for

simulating poor performance epochs. However, our model

allows us to make predictions about behavior associated

with LC states other than those that have been observed in

the empirical data to date. We simulated performance in the

stimulus discrimination paradigm over a range of values for

our abstracted coherence parameter, C, from 0.2 to 1, in

increments of 0.05. For each level of C, we presented 500

target trials and 500 distractor trials to the model. For each

run of 500 target trials, we determined the median RT and

converted it to milliseconds using our regression relation

(Section 3). We similarly computed the first and third

quartiles for each run to provide a measure of dispersion that

gives a sense of the density of the distribution on either side

of the median. Fig. 9(A) shows the results, with quartiles

serving as the bounds of the error bars. For each run of 500

distractor trials, we determined error rates at each level of C.

Fig. 6. PSTHs of LC spike data from a representative session of monkey data re-sorted by new performance criteria. Good epochs (A) showed an LC firing

pattern characteristic of LC phasic mode. Conversely, poor epochs (B) showed an LC firing pattern characteristic of LC tonic mode. Both PSTHs are

normalized to 25 trials (the total number of poor epoch target trials during this sample session). These sample PSTHs confirm that the new, more stringent,

sorting criteria capture the same underlying LC modes associated with good and poor performance as those used by Aston-Jones et al. (1994).
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The hit rate for the model was always 1.00 (as was observed

empirically in Aston-Jones et al. (1994)), but the FA rate

varied with C; these results are shown in Fig. 9(B). In

general, the dispersion in RTs decreased with increasing C.

Furthermore, RT was non-monotonically related to C.

Specifically, median RT initially increased with increasing

values of C, but for C . 0:7; median RT then began to

decrease. FA rate, on the other hand, continuously improved

(decreases) with increasing C. Taken together, these results

confirm that changes in C cause more than simply a speed-

accuracy trade-off. In particular, for C values higher than

0.7, the benefit of the stimulus-locked phasic LC response

begins to outweigh the cost of reduced baseline responsivity

due to lower tonic gain. This is reflected in both faster

responding and higher accuracy.

4. Conclusions

The inherent properties of the LC suggest a strong

analogy to the type of simple, excitable system modeled by

our FitzHugh–Nagumo variant. Our model replicates the

dynamics of population-level LC activity in both the phasic

and tonic firing modes. Furthermore, as in previous

modeling (Usher et al., 1999), the manipulation of a single

parameter moves our abstracted LC from one mode to the

other. In our abstraction, changes in C reflect a simple linear

transformation of the state of the LC (represented by our

excitation variable v ) which amplifies afferent input and

attenuates intrinsic activity. We suggest that this function

computationally expresses the benefits of increasing

population-wide coherence.

It is important to note that our implementation seeks to

simulate at the highest level the functional impact of

changing coherence among LC neurons. The abstraction we

employ does not make assumptions about the underlying

mechanisms that mediate these changes in coherence (e.g.

changes in coupling coefficients (Usher et al., 1999),

changes in the form of stimulus drive (Alvarez et al.,

2002; Chow & Kopell, 2000). Rather, our parameter C

abstractly captures the notion that linear changes in a single

population characteristic (level of coherence) can move the

Fig. 7. Estimated RT density functions for good (A) and poor (B) monkey performance, compared with estimated RT density functions for high C (C) and low

C (D) model performance. Vincent averaging was used to arrive at estimated distributions (see text).
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nucleus between non-linearly related modes of firing.

Thus, a value for C of 1, for example, is not intended to

represent perfect synchrony among LC neurons. Rather,

such a value would indicate, for purposes of our model,

that the LC is in a state of maximal responsiveness to

salient afferents and minimally impacted by extraneous

signals—as might be engendered by a relatively higher

degree of coherence.

Our simulation studies lend support to this representation

of LC dynamics. Manipulating our abstracted index of

coherence (C ) produced dynamics analogous to those

observed during associated behavioral epochs in monkeys.

Furthermore, our model’s simulated behavioral perform-

ance showed a statistically reliable fit to empirical behavior

during those same epochs. Based on the reliability of our

results, we have also shown that our model may be able to

make predictions about behavioral performance under LC

states not yet directly observed. Further work may better

establish the relationship between model parameters and

real neurophysiological LC state (e.g. mapping model C to

real LC properties putatively governing coherence, such as

coupling coefficients).

Perhaps the most important benefit of our model is that it

provides a computationally tractable and portable mechan-

ism for implementing LC-mediated cognitive effects in

other models of behavior. In this way, the role of

noradrenergic effects in the regulation of performance can

be explored more widely, and the impact of neuromodu-

lation on behavior better specified. Usher and Davelaar

(2002) provide a demonstration of this by using a variant of

our simplified LC to explore the role of the LC in an

extension of the response selection task and in a short-term

memory task. (A formal comparison between our abstrac-

tion and Usher and Davelaar’s implementation appears in

Appendix A).

We are particularly interested in using our model to

explore the role of the LC in the broader domain of

cognitive control and conflict. We believe the LC may play

a critical role in a large-scale cognitive feedback system that

flexibly allocates control in response to environmental and

internal demands (Cohen, Botvinick, & Carter, 2000). In

particular, the LC may receive information regarding the

amount of conflict in the cognitive system from anterior

cingulate cortex (ACC). Recent work (Botvinick, Braver,

Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001; Botvinick, Nystrom, Fissell,

Carter, & Cohen, 1999; Carter et al., 1998; Carter et al.,

2000) has suggested that activity in parts of the ACC

reflects conflict, defined as the simultaneous activation

of incompatible representations (e.g. choosing between

two competing responses when support exists for both).

Activation of ACC may provide a neural signal that

greater control is required to overcome conflict so that

behavior may successfully meet internal goals or

external demands. The LC is in a unique position

neurophysiologically to provide such an augmentation in

control by globally affecting system responsivity. First,

recent anatomical evidence suggests that ACC provides

significant afferent innervation of LC (Rajkowski, Lu,

Fig. 8. Vincentile–vincentile plot of good monkey performance plotted against high C model performance, and poor monkey performance plotted against low

C model performance. Dashed line indicates the best-fit line determined by least-squares simple linear regression. The high linearity of fit indicates that the

shape of the estimated RT distributions from the model show a reliable fit to the estimated RT distributions from the monkey data. The resulting regression

relation provides a method for translating model time into milliseconds.
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Zhu, Cohen, & Aston-Jones, 2000). Second, the two LC

firing modes we have observed—phasic and tonic—may

reflect the neural implementation of two opposing

strategies for dealing with conflict over different time

scales.

We predict that relatively brief instances of conflict may

promote the LC phasic mode, which elicits greater

allocation of control. Engaging the LC so that its activity

is time-locked to salient stimuli (phasic mode) may

potentiate activity in pathways already supported top-

down by task-relevant representations held on-line in

prefrontal cortical areas (Cohen, Braver, & O’Reilly,

1996; O’Reilly, Noelle, Braver, & Cohen, 2002). This

action heightens selective attention and thus augments

control. On the other hand, protracted conflict may indicate

a failure to sufficiently allocate control. This may evoke a

different strategy—namely, disengaging from current task

representations. Such a strategy may be invoked by LC tonic

mode. By persistently holding gain high, the tonic mode

may allow behaviors other than those supported by

frontally-held representations to be emitted. The result of

these behaviors may suggest novel, more adaptive strategies

or goals. This trade-off between augmenting current task

representations or exploring new, potentially more reward-

ing ones has grounding in the reinforcement learning

literature where it is cast as the ‘exploitation vs. exploration’

dilemma of learning systems (Kaelbling, Littman, & Moore,

1996, for a review).

Our simulation studies have suggested that the cognitive

impact of LC dynamics may be captured reliably with a

relatively simple set of computations. Integrating such a

simplified LC into our existing computational models of brain

areas subserving control (Botvinick et al., 2001; Braver &

Cohen, 2000; Cohen et al., 1996; O’Reilly et al., 2002) will

allow us to more precisely explore the characteristics of a

central cognitive feedback system involving the LC.

Fig. 9. Estimated median model RTs (A) and FA rates (B) for C values ranging from 0.2 to 1. Median RTs estimated by converting observed median RT in

model time to milliseconds using regression relation. Lower and upper bounds of error bars indicate the first and third quartiles (i.e. panel A shows a connected

series of ‘box plots’).
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Appendix A

Phase-plane techniques (Keener & Sneyd, 1998) provide

useful methods for studying the dynamics of two-variable

systems such as our abstracted LC. We consider the phase

portraits described by the system of differential equations

tv _v ¼ vða 2 vÞðv 2 1Þ2 u þ P ðA1Þ

tu _u ¼ 2u þ Cv þ ð1 2 CÞd ðA2Þ

which comprise our abstracted LC. This system is identical

to Eqs. (6) and (7), except that we have replaced the input

from the target decision unit wvXi
f ðX1Þ by a single parameter

P. In our simulations of the stimulus discrimination task, the

LC receives a varying amount of input over the course of a

target trial due to the time required for activity to

accumulate in the target decision unit and variability

imposed by noise. For simplicity of exposition, we provide

the abstracted LC with a fixed, square pulse of input

stimulation (P ) in creating these phase portraits.

We set the initial state of the system ðv0; u0Þ at the steady

state prior to stimulus onset ðP ¼ 0Þ; which is a stable fixed

point at the intersection of the v and u nullclines (Fig. 10).

We then perturb the system by switching to P ¼ 0:2;
simulating a constant input to the abstracted LC. This input

translates the v nullcline vertically by P, creating a new

fixed point at ðvp; upÞ; and eliminates the stability of the

current state at ðv0; u0Þ: The system flows toward the new

equilibrium ðvp; upÞ along a trajectory which we determine

by numerically integrating for 20 time steps at dt ¼ 0:02:
Fig. 10 shows the trajectory of the system under high and

low C conditions. When C is high ðC ¼ 0:95Þ; v increases

very rapidly because of a large gradient in v compared with

u. This spike produces the phasic response of our abstracted

LC. As the increase in v slows and finally ceases at the v

nullcline, a slower, positive flow in u begins to dominate.

This flow characterizes the NE-mediated inactivation of the

LC response. The system state hugs the right-hand branch of

the v nullcline closely as u increases, until the ‘knee’ of the

cubic v nullcline is crested. At this point, the large negative

gradient in v dominates, resulting in a rapid decrease in v. As

v falls, it passes v0, bottoming out at the left-hand branch of

the v nullcline. In this regime, the system is temporarily

Fig. 10. Phase portraits for the abstracted LC system under high C (A) and low C (B). The light dashed line shows the v nullcline pre-perturbation, and the

heavy dashed line shows the v nullcline post-perturbation. The dotted line shows the u nullcline. The solid line shows the trajectory of the system. (A) When C

is high ðC ¼ 0:95Þ; the initial steady state ðv0; u0Þ is on the leftmost branch of v nullcline, close to the minimum. In this state, the system is excitable and a large

perturbation in v results in a relaxation spike of the system as it moves towards the new steady state at ðvp; upÞ: (B) When C is low ðC ¼ 0:55Þ; the initial steady

state is farther from the minimum of the left branch, resulting in a higher baseline level of u. From this fixed point, the same magnitude perturbation in v fails to

elicit a spike. The lighter dotted line shows the u nullcline in the high C condition for comparison.
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unexcitable, capturing the refractory post-response period.

Slower flow in u dominates again, as the system tracks the v

nullcline toward the new equilibrium point ðvp; upÞ:
When C is low, the initial values of the system ðv0; u0Þ

begin in a much less excitable regime. Eq. (A2) shows that a

lower value for C makes the slope of the u nullcline more

shallow (by decreasing the Cv term) and shifts the intercept

of the nullcline positively (by increasing the ð1 2 CÞd term).

The higher steady state level of u at u0 captures the increase

in baseline NE tone during tonic LC mode. When this

system is perturbed with the same P input (Fig. 10(B)),

positive flow in v halts at the relatively close v nullcline,

failing to produce a spike. The system settles at ðvp; upÞ:
Usher and Davelaar (2002) employ an abstracted LC that

exploits somewhat different dynamics to simulate the phasic

and tonic LC states. However, phase-plane analysis reveals

that the behavior of their system is functionally equivalent

to ours. The differential form of the Usher–Davelaar system

is given by

tx _x ¼ 2x þ
1

1 þ e2g·ðaxx2byþI2uxÞ
ðA3Þ

ty _y ¼ 2y þ
1

1 þ e2g·ðayx2uyÞ
ðA4Þ

where the time constants tx and ty equal 14 and 200,

respectively. The scaling constants ax, ay, and b are equal to

2, 3, and 4, respectively. The constants ux ¼ 1:25; and uy ¼

1:5: The Usher–Davelaar analogue of our fast excitatory

variable v is x. Similarly, the analogue of our slow recovery

variable u is y. The parameter that moves this abstracted LC

system from phasic to tonic mode is g (analogous to our C ).

In the Usher–Davelaar model, g is a parameter of both x and

y, while C is only a parameter of u in our model. The

parameter I is the input to the Usher–Davelaar LC,

analogous to P in our model.

Phase-plane analysis (Fig. 11) reveals that changing the

Usher–Davelaar parameter g changes the slope of the

sigmoids that describe the nullclines in x and y. The x

nullcline is described by an inverse sigmoid when y is

plotted against x, and the y nullcline is described by a

standard sigmoid. The intersection of these nullclines gives

the fixed point for the system, which is stable for the

parameter values chosen. We integrated the Usher–

Davelaar system, using the steady state at rest ðI ¼ 0Þ as

initial values ðx0; y0Þ: We set I ¼ 0:6 for the input

stimulation.

Under high g ðg ¼ 2:9Þ; the Usher–Davelaar system

behaves similarly to our model under high C, producing a

relaxation spike (Fig. 11(A)). Flow in x is not as rapid as

flow in v in our model because the relative values of tx and

ty are an order of magnitude closer to that of tv and tu in our

model (14 and 200 vs. 0.05 and 5). Nevertheless, the Usher–

Davelaar model exhibits all the same functional character-

istics of a phasic LC response: a fast excitatory phase,

Fig. 11. Phase portraits for the Usher–Davelaar abstracted LC under high g (A) and low g (B). The light dashed line shows the x nullcline pre-perturbation, and

the heavy dashed line shows the x nullcline post-perturbation. The dotted line shows the y nullcline. The solid line shows the trajectory of the system. (A) When

g is high ðg ¼ 2:9Þ; the inverse sigmoid described by the x nullcline is more cubic in shape, and the sigmoid described by the y nullcline is steeper in slope. This

puts the initial steady state ðx0; y0Þ in an excitable regime, resulting in a relaxation spike when x is sufficiently perturbed, similar in behavior to our abstracted

LC. (B) When g is low ðg ¼ 1:0Þ; the same perturbation in x fails to elicit a spike. The x nullcline is now strictly monotonically decreasing, and the y nullcline is

much shallower in slope. This puts the system’s initial steady state in a fairly unexcitable regime. This behavior is analogous to our low C condition.
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followed by a lagged inactivation, a refractory period, and a

recovery. Similarly, under low g ðg ¼ 1Þ; the Usher–

Davelaar model fails to spike (Fig. 11(B)), and quickly re-

equilibrates at the new steady state ðxp; ypÞ: Usher and

Davelaar use the instantaneous value of x to govern gain in

the behavioral portion of their models. Appropriately, x

settles to a higher baseline level in the low g when compared

to the high g condition, simulating the high tonic LC mode.
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